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FROM THE CHAIRPERSON AND PRESIDENT

The case for optimism

The world may seem like it’s in total 
chaos these days. War, Ebola, and 
continued violence dominated the 
headlines in 2014. 

But as BRAC’s founder, Sir Fazle 
Hasan Abed, has pointed out, the 
numbers tell a different story. 

It’s true that the news often challenges 
our optimism. In 2014, we lost 
staff, borrowers, community health 
promoters and adolescent peer 

mentors to the devastating outbreak 
Ebola in Liberia and Sierra Leone. 

To buoy our spirits, we could tell 
countless anecdotes of women taking 
charge in their own slums and villages, 
saving lives and ending the conditions 
that lead to poverty and hopelessness. 

But let’s step back and look at the 
numbers instead. 

Sir Fazle, a former accountant at a 
multinational oil company, left his 
job in the corporate world in 1972 
to dedicate his life to alleviating 
poverty. He brought his accountant’s 
lens and a businesslike approach to 
the practice of development. For him 
and for BRAC, an organization that 
relies on data-driven interventions, the 
numbers don’t lie.  

Maternal mortality has fallen 75% 
since 1990 in Bangladesh. People 
in the world, on average, are living 
longer and healthier lives. Tens of 
millions more children have access 
to an education compared to just 12 
years ago. Women and girls have more 
rights. 

As the British medical journal The 
Lancet described it in December 2013, 
the drastic improvement in health 
indicators in Bangladesh are “one of 
the great mysteries of global health.” 
We know that mystery had a lot to do 
with gender equity. The empowerment 
of women was a determining factor in 
what The Economist called one of the 
steepest improvements in quality of 
life the world has ever seen. 

This is not just a story about one 

country, Bangladesh. Poverty is on the 
retreat in every region of the world, 
and the global eradication of extreme 
poverty is now within our reach. The 
World Bank has targeted 2030 as the 
target date for bringing the global 
extreme poverty rate, defined as the 
percentage of the world’s population 
living on less than $1.25 per day, to 

The global eradication of extreme poverty is 
within our reach

Cover: Students at Sabasaba pre-primary 
school in Temeke district of Dar Es Salaam, 
Tanzania. Students are taught by Paulina 
Emmanuel.  © Alison Wright/BRAC/2014
(above) A placemat from Aarong, one of 
BRAC’s most successful social enterprises.
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store selling beans and other goods. She is 
a microfinance borrower from BRAC and a 
member of the Nguvumoja finance group. 
© Alison Wright/BRAC/2014

less than 3%. In 1981, the number was 
52%.

From more than half the population to 
almost zero. Think about it. 

Despite the challenges, we remain 
optimistic that future history textbooks 
will describe these years, including the 
present day and the coming decades, as 
an era of positive transformation.

But future historians should also 
take note that these changes haven’t 
happened by themselves. Lifting the 
last billion out of poverty will be an 
enormous task, which is why we’re 
giving special attention to the ultra-poor 
(see pages 12-13). 

The theme for this year’s Annual 
Report is “Invest in Her.” For years, the 
international development agenda has 
rightly focused on the empowerment 
of women, who are often the most 
powerful agents of change in societies 
and communities emerging from 
poverty. 

BRAC, formerly Bangladesh Rural 
Advancement Committee, was a pioneer 
of this approach. More recently, poverty 
interventions at BRAC and elsewhere 
have explicitly targeted girls, too.

We need help from our supporters 
to double down on this approach 
and scale up solutions shown to have 
worked, including our groundbreaking 
adolescent girls’ empowerment program, 
called Empowerment and Livelihood 
for Adolescents (see page 8). With the 
right support, BRAC aims to reach 2.7 
million additional girls by 2019. 

Investments in women and girls have 
enormous benefits for men, too. They 
pay off in terms of higher incomes, 
better healthcare and more educational 
opportunities for everyone. 

We look forward to a world where 
everyone has the ability to realize their 
potential. We can make it happen. 

We invite you to join us on this journey. 
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What does BRAC stand for?

Formerly Bangladesh Rural Advancement 
Committee, BRAC was born from the ashes 
of Bangladesh’s War of Liberation in 1972. It 
started as a relief effort under the leadership of 
Fazle Hasan Abed, a former accountant with a 
multinational oil company. 

Abed didn’t want to waste his own time or 
other people’s money on ineffective solutions. 
So he took a metrics-based approach with 
continual monitoring and learning. Now 
known as Sir Fazle Hasan Abed after his 2010 
knighthood for services to humanity, the 
“committee” became his life’s work. It now 
reaches an estimated 135 million people in 
11 countries, by most measures the largest 
nonprofit organization in the world. 

BRAC is no longer an acronym. The name 
stands for poverty solutions that work. 

Why invest in women and girls? 

“I saw that women were the managers of 
poverty,” says Abed. “They are the ones 
that manage the scarce resources in the 
family, so they needed to be the managers of 
development as well.”  

When women and girls have control over their 
lives and choices, they have the power to end 
poverty.

How do we do it? 

By doing whatever it takes to create the 
conditions and opportunities for women and 
girls to take control of their own lives. Tools 
include microloans for women farmers, micro-
savings accounts, schools for children, safe 
spaces for adolescent girls, legal empowerment, 
higher education through BRAC University, 
and more. 

About BRAC USA

Founded in 2007, BRAC USA is an 
independent affiliate of BRAC with its own 
Board of Directors exercising full fiduciary 
responsibility for all grants, philanthropic 
programs and services.

BRAC requires external grant support to 
scale up successful programs and innovate 
new ones, especially outside Bangladesh. 
Within Bangladesh, a majority of its budget 
is generated from its own social enterprises 
and investments, but the government restricts 
the flow of capital out of the country. Unlike 
other nonprofits based in the US or Europe, 
this poses an unusual challenge for BRAC to 
operate internationally.

We are determined to root out the 
systemic causes of poverty, mainly 
through the empowerment of women 
and girls – and to design solutions that 
can be scaled up to reach millions.

BRAC USA provides catalytic grants to kick-
start innovations in microfinance, health, 
education and human rights; responds to 
humanitarian disasters such as Ebola and 
floods; offers strategic advice and program 
support for BRAC’s interventions; and 
educates the public on effective development 
and ways to get involved. We actively monitor 
and report on grant performance.

In Fiscal Year 2014, BRAC USA disbursed 
32 grants totaling $10,658,956.00  to 
BRAC programs in 9 countries bringing 
our cumulative total to $65 million since 
inception. For a complete list of grants for the 
Fiscal Year, see page 19.
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BRAC’s interventions are part of a historic 
movement to end extreme poverty – led by 
those directly affected and amplified by those 
who care.

BRAC USA scores 100 out of 100 in accountability 
and transparency ratings (and 97.1 overall) from 
Charity Navigator, an independent charity watchdog. 
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Health

Bangladesh’s infant mortality rate 
(42 per 1,000 live births) fell below 
the world average for the first time 
in 2013.1 Global health experts 
attribute the country’s remarkable 
public health progress – “one of the 
great mysteries of global health,” says 
The Lancet – to several factors, but 
BRAC is usually named one of them.2 

Between 1980 and 1990, BRAC’s 
oral rehydration program, the world’s 
first effort to delivery oral rehydration 
therapy (ORT) on a nationwide scale, 
reached 14 million of Bangladesh’s 19 
million households and contributed 
to an 80% drop in children’s death 
from diarrhea. Bangladesh now has 
the world’s highest usage rate of oral 
rehydration therapy. 3

BRAC has made similar progress on 
maternal mortality, with community 
health care systems designed to reduce 
the danger of giving birth. In 2011, 
an internal study showed the maternal 
mortality rate in BRAC’s Dhaka 
urban intervention areas dropping 
57% in four years, from 294 per 
100,000 in 2008 to 127 per 100,000 
live births in 2011, well below the 
UN’s Millennium Development 
Goal of 143.4 One reason is a steep 
drop in home deliveries, previously 
the norm in slums. For the period of 
2007 to 2010, monitoring of progress 
in these areas showed a reduction in 
home delivery from 86 percent to 25 
percent.5 A 2011 study of BRAC’s 
urban maternal health program 
also showed a reduction in delays 
associated with emergency care for 
life-threatening labor complications.6

Education

In Bangladesh, BRAC has enabled 
an entire generation to grow up with 
opportunities that would have been 
unimaginable decades previously. 
Targeting students from the poorest 
backgrounds and ensuring girls are a 
majority in every classroom, BRAC 
schools have educated 10.8 million 
children worldwide as of June 2014. 

BRAC’s schooling method is effective, 
cost-efficient, and fosters independent, 
creative thought. Students who 
attended BRAC’s pre-primary schools 
enjoyed higher final exam scores 
once they entered primary school 
by a factor of 7.7%, compared to a 
comparison group, as well as higher 
secondary school enrollment. “BRAC 
schools, in spite of their meager 
facilities, performed better in terms 

Quantifiable impact has become the gold standard for 
NGO evaluation, and BRAC’s independent Research 
and Evaluation Division is unrivaled in the magnitude 
of research produced. 

BRAC has been called one of the earliest examples of 
a “learning organization,” with its efforts to quantify 
success, address failure, and fine tune its interventions 
based on hard evidence of what works and what doesn’t. 

“What makes BRAC unique is its combination of 
business methods with a particular view of poverty,” 
writes The Economist.

Though by no means exhaustive, the details below show 
how BRAC’s focus on the numbers has led to positive 
impact in several major program areas. 

BRAC’S IMPACT

The business case for BRAC

As a learning organization, BRAC focuses on the numbers. We can 
demonstrate impact by quantifying success and addressing failure.
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of internal efficiency – dropout and 
repetition rates being lower and 
completion rates higher than other 
types of school,” says a 2011 study. 
“This is mainly because of intensive 
monitoring of teachers, better teacher 
input and the teaching process suited 
to the children from poor families.” 
(7) A 2013 assessment reported some 
negative findings in terms of the pre-
primary school environment which 
BRAC is working to address.8

BRAC primary schools also performed 
better compared to those who 
attended formal primary schools. 
Ninety percent went on to enroll 
in formal secondary schools and 
evinced a better knowledge of health 
and development issues than their 
counterparts, including immunization 
and prevention of disease, according 
to two 2005 studies.9

Microfinance

Though microfinance on its own 
is often not enough to lift families 
out of poverty, combined with other 
interventions, BRAC has found that it 
is has positive effects even on non-
financial indicators. A study of BRAC 
programs, including microfinance, 
from 1992 to 1995 showed higher 
child survival and nutritional status 
in households, with protein-energy 
malnutrition prevalence declining 
from 23% to 12%, along with 
increases in expenditure, family 
planning, calorie consumption and 
children’s education. Violence against 
women initially increased when credit 
was introduced but later tapered 
after other services such as livelihood 
training were rolled out.10

We continue to study the evidence 
for the “microfinance multiplied” 
approach in other countries. A 2008-
2009 study of BRAC microfinance 
in Uganda suggested household 
business ownership rose 27% along 
with other “significant benefits to 
borrowers,” including higher savings 
and consumption, though results 
varied significantly, making it difficult 
to make causal claims. 11

Empowering adolescent 
girls

In Uganda, a randomized control 
trial has shown a significant decline 
in risky behaviors among participants 
in BRAC’s adolescent empowerment 
program, the membership of which 
exceeds 270,000 worldwide.12 
Using a randomized control trial, 
the study found BRAC’s adolescent 
empowerment program delays early 
marriage, improves knowledge on 
HIV, and leads to greater self-reported 
condom use and fewer incidents of 
pregnancy. The program also reported 
an 83 percent reduction in reports 
of forced sex among participants, 
“the clearest marker for the program 
changing how empowered adolescent 
girls are in their relations with men.” 
The authors call the program “a novel 
advance over earlier generations of 
standalone interventions related to 
HIV-education or skills provision, 
in that it recognizes the interlinkage 
between...health and economic 
issues.”13 

Targeting the ultra-poor

Impact studies, including a 
randomized control trial, have 
demonstrated the impact of BRAC’s 
program targeting the ultra-poor, 

in which more than 1.4 million 
households have participated.

This program is designed for those 
trapped in ultra-poverty, for whom 
microfinance is not an option. 
BRAC’s tailored methodology has 
been instrumental in giving hope and 
a future-oriented mindset to the ultra- 
poor, as economists and development 
scholars, including Esther Duflo 
of MIT’s Poverty Action Lab, have 
pointed out.

According to an impact study 
published in 2010, among 
participants that entered the two-
year program in 2002, 98.4 percent 
of households satisfied at least six 
out of 10 indicators of graduating 
from ultra-poverty (including having 
three to four income sources, two 
meals a day, a kitchen garden, a solid 
roof, a sanitary latrine, and school-
going children), even four years after 
the program ended.14 A large-scale 
randomized control trial published in 
2013 tracked 7,000 eligible women 
over a four-year period, revealing a 
“dramatic change” in occupational 
structure, food security, life 
satisfaction and earnings.15

See page 19 for sources cited.
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In September 2014, BRAC 
committed to a massive scale-up of 
its girls education and empowerment 
programs, pledging to invest at least 
$280 million to reach 2.7 million 
additional girls and train 75,000 
teachers by 2019. This will come 
through primary and pre-primary 
schools, teacher training, adolescent 
empowerment program, scholarships 
and other interventions geared 
for highest impact per dollar. This 
was part of a mega-commitment 

spearheaded by Brookings Institution 
and Clinton Global Initiative, known 
as CHARGE (Collaborative for 
Harnessing Ambition and Resources 
for Girls Education), a collaboration 
of more than 30 companies, civil 
society organizations, multilaterals 
and governments to improve learning 
and leadership opportunities for 
young women and girls. BRAC is 
the largest single contributor to this 
initiative.

BRAC USA is coordinating BRAC’s 
role in this initiative and other girl-

focused interventions in terms of 
advocacy, fundraising and support. 
It is a signatory to the 2013 Girl 
Declaration, a rallying cry to make 
sure girls’ needs are fully refelcted 
in the United Nation’s post-2015 
development goals, organized by 
The Girl Effect. BRAC USA’s $1 
million grant last fiscal year to BRAC 
Afghanistan supports girls’ education 
by equipping 1,800 young adolescent 
girls between the ages of 11 and 15 
years with life skills, financial literacy 

and livelihood training. Supported 
by funding from the Echidna Giving 
Fund and Novo Foundation, this 
grant contribute to the match 
requirements to unlock additional 
support from the Canadian 
International Development Agency; 
a further $2.7 million grant 
supported adolescent girls in South 
Sudan. Last year we also invested 
in early childhood education in 
Pakistan and teacher training South 
Sudan. 

BRAC is already the world’s largest 

private, secular education provider, 
with 1.3 million boys and girls now 
enrolled in 43,500 primary and 
pre-primary schools and 311,000 
participants in its adolescent 
development programmes.
This commitment significantly 
expands BRAC’s existing education 
programmes. 

We plan to reach an additional 
1.3 million girls directly in BRAC 
schools, roughly 636,000 additional 

girls through teacher training in 
government schools, and 714,000 
more through various other 
programmes, including adolescent 
empowerment, gender harassment 
awareness, mentorship programmes, 
and scholarships. BRAC estimates 
the investments needed to fulfill 
these commitments will be more 
than $280 million, over half of 
which has already been raised from 
partnerships with DFAT (Australian 
Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade), UK Aid and The MasterCard 
Foundation.

Investing in a girl’s potential

“Let us pick up our books and our pens, they are the most powerful 
weapons.”– Malala Yousafzai
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Above: Young boys and girls going to school at a 
BRAC pre-primary school in Yousaf Goth Karachi, 
the capital of Sindh province, Pakistan. Below: 
Fauza Namwanje, 21, from Kangululumina, 
Uganda, received ELA loans from BRAC to start 
a pineappple fruit drying business. With it she 
bought pineapples and a dryer. She supports her 
parents and two-year-old daughter. 

The CHARGE initiative calls for investments in five 
areas: getting girls into school, ensuring school safety, 
improving quality of learning, helping transition 
to the world of work, and supporting developing 
country leaders in girls’ education. In helping 
girls transition to the world of world, BRAC has 
developed entrepreneurship opportunities through its 
groundbreaking girls clubs program called Empowerment 
and Livelihood for Adolescents (ELA), which combines 
social and financial empowerment trainings (including 
the provision of microloans to qualified girls) within the 
context of a safe space, with the trainings introduced to 
other girls through peer mentors. 

With the 2014 launch of a pilot of ELA in Liberia, 
funded by BRAC USA supporters, this program is now 
active in all five BRAC countries in Africa. We also 
supported Tanzanian girls with a $796,000 grant backed 
by Novo Foundation and PIMCO. Outside evaluations 
of ELA in Uganda have already shown positive results 
in terms of reports of force sex, condom usage, teen 
pregnancy, self-employment and income. As of June 
2014, such clubs had 323,000 members and with the 
right support, we are keen to reach an additional 400,000 
girls through ELA. 

For more, please see visit www.brac.net/ela

Expanding Empowerment and Livelihood for Adolescents 
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Left: Virginia Clay lives in Monrovia, 
Liberia. She is a Community Health 

Promoter with BRAC. Above: Virginia 
(center) and Comfort Crawford, a 
Program Assistant at BRAC visit 

women in their community to provide 
birthing kits and promote maternal 

health. © BRAC/Alison Wright/2014 
)
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For 40 years, BRAC has been at the 
forefront of advancing what is today 
called “the science of delivery,” the 
refinement of ways to deliver vital 
goods and services to people most 
in need of them. Solutions – many 
of them complex, but some of them 
surprisingly simple – to our most 
pressing social problems already exist, 
but delivery has become  As the World 

Bank has pointed out, it’s no longer 
about what to deliver, but how to 
adequate delivery mechanisms are 
lacking. As Mushtaque Chowdhury, 
the vice-chair of BRAC, wrote in 
Stanford Social Innovation Review 
in 2014, “Perfecting the science 
of delivery, even for the simplest 
solutions, can help us uproot deeply 
entrenched poverty, illiteracy, and ill 
health.”

Empowering in poverty to serve as 
self-employed health care providers 
delivering basic curative and 
preventative goods and services 
to their neighbors is one of many 

pioneering ways that BRAC has 
refined the science of health delivery. 
These programs have been successfully 
adapted outside Bangladesh, with 
more than 110,000 of these workers 
(known as shasthya shebika in 
Bangladesh, and community health 
promoters elsewhere) trained and 
deployed in seven countries.BRAC 
USA plays a supporting role in this 

build-out of inclusive access to health, 
both by providing funding to ongoing 
programs and by investing in pilots 
intended to catalyze larger and more 
effective innovations for delivery.

 Our grants in Fiscal Year 2014 
included $20,748 to Sierra Leone to 
build out its reproductive, maternal, 
newborn and child health program; 
$14,300 to support the continuation 
of BRAC Pakistan’s essential health 
care program in ten branches in 
Sahiwal and Nowshera districts; and 
$15,854 to support the training of 
550 community health promoters 
specializing in maternal healthcare 

in Liberia. These grants were made 
possible through the generous support 
of individuals donating via the website 
platform Catapult and several private 
donors, including board members 
and those listed in our Village Circle, 
donating to BRAC directly. We also 
received a commitment of $200,000 
to further support health programs in 
Pakistan from Johnson & Johnson, 

which we disbursed in the first quarter 
of Fiscal Year 2015.

Finally, our $35,000 emergency 
grant to BRAC Sierra Leone for 
emergency Ebola outreach came from 
our unrestricted funds, supported 
by individual donors who responded 
to news of the outbreak.  In the 
future, we plan to invest in further 
innovations for health delivery. 
Emergencies like Ebola require rapid 
response, and with the right training, 
women can move quickly to help the 
communities, often aided by mobile 
technology. (For more on BRAC’s 
Ebola response, see pages 16-17.)

Delivering health

“Perfecting the science of delivery, even for the simplest solutions, 
can help us uproot deeply entrenched poverty, illiteracy, and ill-
health.” –  Mushtaque Chowdhury, Vice Chair of BRAC 
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TARGETING THE ULTRA-POOR

Ending extreme poverty and hunger

The international community has set 
a target date of 2030 for bringing the 
global extreme poverty rate, defined 
as the percentage of the world’s 
population living on less than the 
equivalant of $1.25 a day. BRAC 
believes that eradicating extreme 
poverty and hunger is one of the 

world’s most important goals, and 
moreover, that it will be difficult to 
achieve without a tailored focus on 
those at the bottom of the social and 
economic spectrum -- the “ultra-
poor,” or those who remain out of 
reach of even the bottom rung of the 
ladder. 

Too poor to benefit from 
microfinance, the majority of the 
ultra-poor tends to be landless rural 
women. Despite nearly all of their 
income going into meeting food 
consumption requirements, they 
are unable to fulfill even their basic 
caloric needs. 

Poverty rates are falling in every major region of the world, but to 
eradicate extreme poverty, we need to bring the ultra-poor into the 
widening zone of prosperity.
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Poverty rates are falling in every 
major region of the world, but to 
eradicate extreme poverty, we need 
to bring the ultra-poor into the 
widening zone of prosperity. After 
years of trial and error, BRAC may 
have found a way to do this with 
a so-called “graduation”approach 
-- an intensive methodology that 
combines several interventions over 
a short period of time. These include 
transfer of productive assets (like 
a goat or a cow), weekly stipends, 
intensive hands-on training and 

coaching, savings, health care, and the 
involvement of the community for 
social integration. 

The program lasts 24 months. Results 
have shown that using a rigoursly 
defined metric of ultra-poverty, more 
than 95% of participants will graduate 
and maintain or improve their status 
-- even four years after leaving the 
program ends. 

BRAC USA is working to advocate 
for the adoption of such programs 

globally, and is working with others, 
including Amplifier Strategies, to 
share knowledge about what types of 
adaptations work in different contexts. 
We are working with governments 
who are looking at ways to integrate 
graduation programming into social 
protection schemes. For instance, the 
Kenyan government recently hired 
BRAC to assess the viability of the 
graduation approach in some of its 
most difficult areas.

BRAC believes strongly in the power of microfinance, 
which when combined with other interventions creates 
an enabling environment that allows women to take 
control of their lives. Many of our most robust and 
successful programs have microcredit and livelihood 
support elements, with loans often coupled with 
market development, livelihood support and other 
empowerment trainings. For instance, BRAC USA 

provided $472,000 for loans to adolescent girls in our 
Empowerment and Livelihood for Adolescent program, 
with support from Whole Planet Foundation. The 
“graduation” methodology described on these pages 
allows the poorest women to move to a level where they 
can generate their own income and use loans to expand 
their businesses, providing a brighter and more hopeful 
future both for them and their families. 

Microfinance and Beyond

This TUP program participant’s husband passed 
away leaving her with a disabled son who isn’t 
able to hold down a consistent job. She received 
a cow and ten chickens from BRAC to start her 
business selling eggs, milk, and breeding the 
cow. The enterprise she’s created through TUP 
has allowed her to support her family.
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BRAC believes that by investing 
in higher education and leadership 
development, countries that have 
lagged behind in terms of quality of 
life can cultivate a new generation 
with the knowledge, ethics and skills 
necessary to uproot deeply entrenched 
poverty. To make this happen, BRAC 
USA is helping to secure investors in a 
wide range of leadership development 
initiatives, including raising funds 
to contribute to the expansion of 
BRAC University’s campus, research 
and scholarship fund. We received 
a commitment from Open Society 

Foundation of up to $10 million to 
support BRAC University’s goal of 
raising an additional $50 million.

A full-fledged university in Dhaka 
with 6,000 graduate and under-
graduate students, BRAC University 
is an integral part of BRAC’s work to 
create a more just and peaceful world 
by providing high-quality education 
and equipping students to address 
current and future challenges. It is the 
embodiment of BRAC’s fundamental 
conviction that education is a 
catalyst for positive change and the 

cornerstone for building peace. It has 
set ambitious goals for the country, 
including training 10,000 midwives 
through its James P. Grant School of 
Public Health. BRAC USA last year 
granted $30,000 in scholarships for 
BRAC University’s Masters of Public 
Health program. 

As part of its commitment, BRAC 
and BRAC University’s founder, 
Sir Fazle Hasan Abed, announced 
in December 2014 that up to five 
students from The MasterCard 
Foundation Scholars Program at 

Leaders of the future
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Top left: Joanita Nalgaga, 15, lives 
in Jinja, Uganda. She received 
a scholarship from MasterCard 

Foundation. Her mother, Namusubo 
Juliet, says she is proud of her daughter. 

Bottom left: 30 MasterCard Foundation 
Scholars attend Christ the King 

Secondary School in Kalisizo a private 
girls’ Catholic school. Below: Three 

students pose at the BRAC Leadership 
Conference held in August. 

Photos: © Alison Wright/BRAC/2014

BRAC, national-level scholarship 
and student support program in 
Uganda, with scholarships to BRAC 
University. 

Through BRAC, the MasterCard 
Foundation Scholars Program 
is providing 5,000 academically 
promising students from 
economically disadvantaged 
backgrounds with access to quality 
education at Uganda’s top secondary 
schools. Selected scholars will 
emerge as the face of changing 
Uganda – a new generation of 

mentors, role models, policy makers, 
entrepreneurs, civil servants and 
NGO leaders who can combine their 
intellectual acumen with empathy and 
humility to build the country’s future.

Other leadership and capacity 
development programs supported by 
BRAC USA include a $213,000 grant 
to BRAC International to support a 
strategic human capital development 
program, and a further $131,000 
to build a young cadre of young 
development professionals within 
BRAC itself. 

“The scholarship was a turning point. I believe that in life, when 
an opportunity comes, someone has to grab it. If they grab it, 
they’ll find themselves in a better place.” 

– Lunkuse Betty Ssekirevu, MasterCard Foundation Scholar with BRAC
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Resilience after crisis

In June 2014, shortly after Ebola was 
first detected in the eastern Kailahun 
district in Sierra Leone, BRAC 
USA responded with an emergency 
$35,000 grant from its unrestricted 
funds to purchase and distribute 
Ebola educational materials such 
as posters, flyers and leaflets as 
well as medical supplies including 
disinfectant, chlorine, plastic gloves, 
face masks, and buckets. 

BRAC has a four-year history 
working in the region with programs 
spanning nearly every province, 
including health, microfinance, 
agriculture, poultry and livestock, 
girls empowerment, and education.

As the situation grew worse, 
government restrictions on public 
gatherings and travel bans made 
BRAC’s regular operations difficult 

in both Liberia and Sierra Leone. 
Microfinance officers couldn’t collect 
loan payments. Borrowers were 
barred from travel, adolescent girls 
clubs struggled to meet in person, 
and health workers were unable 
to host forums to educate their 
communities about the disease. 

Most staff at BRAC Sierra Leone 
and Liberia were put on temporary 
paid leave while a determined core 
remained at country offices to push 
out Ebola-related messaging that 
didn’t require group gatherings, while 
coordinating with the governments 
to send supplies or travel to the most 
severely infected areas.

Operations restarted in the fall of 
2014, with Ebola response at the 
forefront of staff efforts. BRAC USA 
advocated for BRAC’s 

efforts and became a member of 
the Ebola Survival Fund headed 
by actor Jeffrey Wright, which 
supports a coalition of organizations 
including Partners in Health, Taia 
Peace Foundation, UNICEF, and 
others committed to combat Ebola 
and provide long-term support to 
survivors in its aftermath. 

With BRAC USA securing 
commitments from Soros Economic 
Development Fund, Google 
Foundation, Nike Foundation, 
Malala Fund and others, BRAC 
is building resilience through 
intensified training of community 
health workers and adolescent girls. 
Communities are better equipped as 
a result. Our networks of women and 
girls will remain at the forefront of 
rebuilding Sierra Leone and Liberia. 

 u “Transformative Scale Means 
‘Crowding In.’” Susan Davis 
describes how to develop and 
scale programs and ideas that 
harness the power of social 
movements in Stanford Social 
Innovation Review, April 28, 
2014.

 u “3 Retailers give aid to 
Bangladesh Workers.” 
New York Times online 
feature noting BRAC USA’s 
Bangladesh Humanitarian 
Fund for Rana Plaza, March 
28, 2014.

 u “From rhetoric 
to reality: 10 tips 
on girl-centered 
advocacy.” Scott 
MacMillan describes 
how citizen action groups 
led by women at the village 
level can help mobilise wider 
communities in The Guardian, 
October 29, 2013.

 u “Balancing Credit and 
Savings, and the Evolving 
Financial Inclusion 
Landscape.” A Q&A with 
Shameran Abed, BRAC 

Microfinance Director, with 
the Center for Financial 
Inclusion.

 u “The Power, and Process, of 
a Simple Solution.”Amy Yee 
describes BRAC as a pioneer 
of systematic processes in the 
developing world in a New 
York Times online feature, 
August 14, 2014.

Supporting sisters and mothers in the fight against Ebola

BRAC public education 
highlights from FY2014
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Two years ago, international aid 
groups began recognizing the 
unique challenges girls face all 
over the world. In order to raise 
awareness, the UN announced 
‘International Day of the Girl 
Child’ on October 11th. This year, 

the theme was advocacy against 
gender-based violence. BRAC 
USA’s campaign, Defend Girlhood, 
featured a video asking supporters 
to help BRAC create safe spaces 
for 400,000 more girls by 2019, 
part of BRAC’s CGI commitment. 

The campaign, in partnership 
with the Nike Foundation’s Girl 
Declaration, aimed to educate the 
public about the importance of 
adolescent girls clubs, which have 
been proven to increase confidence 
and reduce reports of forced-sex.

Defend girlhood
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BRAC USA GRANTS IN FY2014

Grants by country
BRAC 

International
4%

Uganda
10%

Tanzania
12%

Sierra Leone
1%Liberia

2%
Afghanistan

10%Bangladesh
33%

South Sudan
28%

USA
0.4%

Grants by program area
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$$$  Country  Purpose

$213,227.00  International  Address departmental and communications fragmentation and streamline  
     operations

$22,000.00  Afghanistan  Provide urgent flood relief and emergency services to inviduals affected by   
     April 2014 flooding

$1000,000 Afghanistan  Support education programming for 1,800 adolescent girls ages 11 to 15

$23,661.00  Bangladesh  General operating support for BRAC Limb & Brace Center to provide care   
     for the victims of the Savar Rana Plaza building collapse.

$3,000  Bangladesh  Provide scholarships for primary and secondary school children

$30,000 BRAC University  Provide scholarships for Masters in Public Health students

$2,205,000 Bangladesh/ILO  Provide compensation and assistance to victims of Rana Plaza 

$1,250,000 Bangladesh  Create empoyment for 250 RMG workers with livelihood training, personal   
     support counseling, and professional development

$39,000 International  Support the research collaboration with Center for Effective Global Action   
     (“CEGA”) at the University of California, Berkeley

$15,854 Liberia   Support 550 community health promoters specialize in maternal health

$200,000 Liberia   Support two year ELA pilot for 450 girls in 15 clubs ages 11 to 24  

$36,600 Liberia   Provide general support for microfinance operations in 20 districts with 200 staff

$131,000 Interantional  Cultivate young professionals into future leaders for BRAC     
     Interanational’s operations

$37,000 Pakistan   Support 200 early childhood centers in Khyber-Paktunkhwa province

$14,300 Pakistan   Support essential health care program in ten branches in Sahiwal and Nowshera  
     districts

$20,748 Sierra Leone  Launch a reproductive, maternal, newborn, and child health pilot in Bo district,  
     extending community healthcare for expecting mothers to three isolated villages

$35,000 Sierra Leone  Provide Ebola emergency response resources

$2,687,500 South Sudan  Provide support for 1,800 adoloscent girls ages 11to15 with life skills, financial 
      literacy, and livelihood training.

$20,791 South Sudan  Provide training for 150 second-chance school teachers

$149,069 South Sudan  Provide essential healthcare in Juba and Rumbek counties in South Sudan

$90,000 South Sudan  Build build research capacity in East Africa to evaluate impact and improve   
     program design, leverage technology and parthernships, and share knowledge

(continued on page 21)
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BRAC USA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Lincoln Chen, Chair
President
China Medical Board

Susan M. Davis
President and CEO
BRAC USA

Ron Grzywinski, Vice Chair and Treasurer
Co-Founder and CEO
ShoreBank Corporation

Richard Cash, Assistant Secretary and Treasurer
Senior Lecturer
Harvard School of Public Health

Christina Leijonhufvud
Founding Partner
Tideline Advisors

Bridgett Coates
Managing Principal
Fahrenheit Ventures

Catherine Muther
Founder and President
Three Guineas Fund

Rachel Payne
Founder and CEO
FEM, Inc.

Debra Wetherby
Founder
Wetherby Asset Management
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BRAC USA ADVISORY COUNCIL

Sajeda Amin
Senior Associate, Policy Research Division
Population Council

Peter Buffett
Co-Chairman
NoVo Foundation

Jennifer Buffett
President
NoVo Foundation

James Carlson
Parner,
Mayer Brown

Martha Chen
Lecturer in Public Policy
Harvard University Hauser Center for 
Nonprofit Organizations

Bonnie Gotleib
Senior VP of Industry & Member Affairs
National  Association of Realestate  
Investment Trusts

Adrienne Germain
President (1998-2011) 
International Women’s Health Coalition

Raymond C. Offenheiser
President
Oxfam America

Mary Robinson
President (1990-1997)
Republic of Ireland

Stephen C. Smith
Professor of Economics
The George Washington University

Amartya Sen
Lamont University Professor, Economics 
and Philosophy
Harvard University

Melanie Walker
Member, Board of Directors
American Medical Association Foundation

Elaine Wolfensohn
Trustee
Wolfensohn Family Foundation

Ann Veneman
Executive Director (2005-2010)
UNICEF

$$$  Country  Purpose 

$14,600 South Sudan  Support research on ultra-poor graduation program and UC Berkeley partnership

$$1,268,606 Tanzania   Support 100 adolescent girls empowerment clubs and increase loan portfolio to  
     2,975 new borrowers

$532,219 Tanzania   Build build research capacity in East Africa to evaluate impact and improve   
     program design, leverage technology and parthernships, and share knowledge

$50,000 Uganda   Create a revolving fund, allowing 500 community health promoters in 25   
     branches to generate income by selling health goods for a period of one year

$17,000 Uganda   Partnership with Women Win to suppoer ‘Girl Power Through Sport’ workshop

$720,000 Uganda   Activities include expansion of adolescent health promoter and boys    
     engagement activities and roll out of second generation lifeskills to all ELA clubs.

BRAC USA GRANTS IN FY2014 (CONTINUED)
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BRAC USA PARTNERS
Partners ($50,000+) 

Acacia Conservation Fund

American Standard Brands

AmeriCares

Asda

Barr Foundation

The Children’s Place

Echidna Giving Fund

Stanley Eisenberg

Elsevier Foundation

Erol Foundation

Foundation to Promote 
Open     
     Society

The Gap Foundation

The Gates Foundation

William and Flora Hewlett 
Foundation

Johnson & Johnson

The MasterCard Foundation

The Novo Foundation

Omidyar Network

Open Society Foundation 

Segal Family Foundation

Soros Economic 
Development 
     Fund

Wal-Mart Stores 

Wal-Mart Foundation

Whole Planet Foundation

Andrew and Bonnie Weiss

Village Circle 
Leaders ($10,000-
$49,999)

Arizona Community 
Foundation 

Branson Family 
Foundation

Catapult

The Clara Fund

Joan W. Corrigan 

Delta Foundation

John Gans 

Jill Friedlander and 
Michael Goroff

Inmatt Foundation

Jolkona Foundation

Susan Freeman 

Global Giving Foundation

Guerrant Foundation

Anne and Terry Guerrant

Olivia Leitermann

Three Guineas 
Foundation

Women Win

Village Circle 
Promoters ($5,000- 
$9,999)

Astraea Lesbian Action 
Foundation

Arizona State University

Binnacle Family 
Foundation

Fidelity Charitable Gift 
Fund

Islamic Association of 
Long Island

Jolkona Foundation

Village Circle 
Member ($1,000-
$4,999)

The Arches Foundation

Bella Berlly 

Richard Cash 

Lincoln Chen

Jeffrey Degen 

Joan Egrie

Gard Ford

Lori Gelhard

Laura Giadorou-Koch

Robert Homer

Irell Foundation

Carol Jaspin

Stanley Kang

Norman Keck

Zahida Khatoon

Stefan Lanfer

Daniel Levine 

Murray Metcalfe 

Netcom Learning

Network for Good

Donna Owen

Susan Pasley

Jay Rahman

Malik Rashid 

Clare Rosenfield 

John Saylor

John Scott 

Stephen Smith

Jennifer Thiebaud 

Ted Thomas and Collette 
Chabbott

Diana Vengsarkar

Susanne White 

In kind

Rod Dubitsky

Mayer Brown LLP
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BRAC USA FY2014 FINANCIAL INFORMATION

UNAUDITED Fiscal Year 2014 Financial Performance (12 months ending September 30, 2014)
 
         2014   2013
($, unless otherwise specified)     Full Year  Full Year 

Changes in Unrestricted Net Assets   
     Revenue and Other Support   
        Contributions       6,543,312   6,334,818 
        In-Kind Donations       285,274   565,297
        Earned Income       1,055,352   983,127 
        Interest Income       11,913    17,816
        Miscellaneous Income       3,183     1,005 
        Write-down of unconditional promise to give    -      - 
         7,899,052   7,902,064 
   
        Net assets released from restriction   
     Satisfaction of time and program restrictions    6,003,445  3,144,421 
              
            Total Revenue and Other Support    13,902,497   11,046,484 
   
     Expenses   
        Program Services       12,189,461  11,643,884 
        Supporting Services   
            Management and general     393,391   334,769 
            Fundraising       750,828   452,419 
                  Total Supporting Services     1,441,219   787,188 
              
                  Total Expenses      13,333,680   12,431,071 
              
                  Increase/(Decrease) in Unrestricted Net Asset  (568,817)   1,384,587 
   
Changes in Temporarily Restricted Net Assets   
        Contributions       5,323,126   6,718,409 
        Net assets released from restriction    (6,003,445)   (3,144,421) 
            Increase in Temporarily Restricted Net Assets  680,319   3,573,989 
   
        Increase (decrease) in net assets     111,502   2,189,399 
        Net assets, beginning year     11,025,373   8,835,974 
              
                  Net Assets, End of Year     10,913,871   11,025,373 
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Stay informed

Sign up for BRAC USA’s monthly e-newsletter at BRAC.net to keep up to date and spread the word to others.  

Multiply your impact

Many employers match their employees’ contributions to accredited 501(c)(3) organizations in the United 
States. Ask your employer to match your gift to BRAC.

Make a lasting commitment

Go to BRAC.net/donate and make a recurring donation. 

All donations will be used in support of BRAC’s mission to empower people and communities in situations 
of poverty, illiteracy, disease and social injustice. If you would like to restrict your gift for specific programs 
or areas, please send a note to donations@bracusa.org detailing the time and amount of your online gift or 
include a note with your personal check. 
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